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Research Question: 
Can a comprehensive, accurate, and detailed map of recreational trails be produced  without stepping foot in the eld?
Remote sensing is "reconnaissance at a distance" (Colwell, 1966). Mapping is a three step process: 1.) basemap assembly 2.) cartographic interpretation 3.) review & correction. While a simple concept, remote 
sensing has traditionally been the left to the experts due to the high skill set and specialized computing equipment required to complete even the most rudimentary data preparation and processing tasks. 
Today, Google Earth, the National Agricultural Imagery Program (1m NAIP), global 30m digital elevation data (DEM), desktop ArcGIS, and user-friendly graphics packages (Adobe Creative Suite) have                  
revolutionized the mapping process for students and other non-professionals. For this project students in GEOG 361/461 Remote Sensing collaborated with Bogus Basin Ski Area to completely remake the    
recreational map of the Shafer Butte-Mores Mountain-Stack Rock area. Students were successful in producing a.) an updated and expanded mountain biking/hiking trails map, b.) two ultimate frisbee course 
maps c.) a nordic skiing/snowshoe trail map d.) 3D video ythrough "guided tours" of popular trail loops using Google Earth and Final Cut Pro.  All data layers were migrated to modern GIS formats for improved 
storage and retrieval. The nal, print-ready maps were assembled in Adobe llustrator to simplify future updates and print production. The completed maps were reviewed by Bogus Basin eld crews and sta. 
Comments were very positive and edits minimal. The maps were accurate and useful to on-mountain professionals. This was the rst major cartographic project for nearly all students involved.
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Accuracy, reliability, or completeness is not guaranteed.
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Deer Point: Beginner to Intermediate. Single track that starts easy and finishes a bit more technical. Some root and rock exposure. Good starter trail to introduce you to the backside of the 
mountain and put you on top. Starts at Simplot Lodge, climb gradually through meadows, sparse trees, and a few switchbacks to tree line. Cross a narrow bridge at a hard left corner 
(uphill) approximately half way to the top.
Shindig: Intermediate +. Steep, sandy single track trail through heavy underbrush and multiple switchbacks. A challenging uphill climb and a fast downhill requiring total concentration.
Face Trail: Beginner to Intermediate. Packed, mostly flat single track that runs mostly through trees and across the face of Shafer Butte. Some root and rock exposures. Connector trail to 
The Tempest and Elk Meadows trails.
Elk Meadows: Intermediate. The main trail on the backside of Shafer Butte that links to several other trails near the top. Single track with some rock exposure. The first section works uphill 
through switchbacks, short scrub, and pines opening up to wide mountain vistas to the NE. The narrow central portion of the trail winds through a meadow and offers great views. Upper 
portion links into trails that continue up or race down.
Tempest: Classification: Intermediate +. Short, steep, sandy single track off the Packing Trail with plenty of switchbacks at the beginning.
Brewer’s Byway: Beginner to Intermediate. Single track with a few roots and rock exposures. Runs across the face of Shafer Butte, similar to The Face trail but located 400 feet 
below. Connects to Lodge Trail via the top of Shindig.
Morning Star: Beginner to Intermediate. Fast, packed, single track with a winding downhill that connects with Pioneer Lodge to Morning Star chair lift. Speed is limited 
by your skill and comfort level.
Lodge Trail: Beginner. Dirt road, rutted in places, provides access to the upper mountain including Packing trail and Tempest. The road connects the upper 
end of Elk Meadows trail and Pioneer Lodge.  
Pioneer: Beginner. Packed, single track similar to The Face and Brewer’s Byway. A lower connector between Pioneer Lodge and the bottom of 
Shindig.
Sunshine: Intermediate +. Technical single track with sandy sections and some rock & root exposure. Tight spots must be carefully 
navigated. Trail traverses Shafer Butte face, similar to The Face and Brewer’s Byway. 
Bogus Creek: Beginner. Short, wide, dirt road that serves as a connector between Simplot parking lots and the lower sections of Pioneer and 
Shindig.
Cabin Traverse: Beginner to Intermediate. Dirt road cuts a high line through the upper face of Shafer Butte and connects the 
Tempest/Packing Trail with the lower section of Elk Meadows.
Packing Trail: Intermediate to Advanced. Steep and wide dirt road with sandy and rutted spots. The uphill is grueling and the downhill 
is treacherous with sand filled ruts at every hairpin turn. This is the only trail that takes you to the top of Shafer Butte and the Pine Creek 
Express lift.
Eastside Trail: Intermediate to Advanced. Mostly single track through forest cover. Good mix of technical and open,
non-technical areas where you can catch some speed. There are two main access points. The main trail access is off of the lower 
parking lot as you enter Bogus Basin property. The second access is between the 11 and 12 mile markers on Bogus Basin Road - 
look for a small dirt pull off to the left as you’re heading up. 
Sinker Creek: Intermediate to Advanced. Single track, with variations in width. An offshoot from the Mister Big and Eastside Trail 
that takes you nearly into the Shafer Creek drainage, but not quite.
DB Connector: Intermediate to Advanced. Short single track connector between Sinker Creek and Eastside trails.
Mr. Big: Intermediate to Advanced. Single track connector that runs parallel to the Eastside Trail down 
into the draw. It comes off of Sinker Creek and affords access to Stack Rock.
Freddy’s Stack Rock: Advanced. Wide single track loop trail to Stack Rock. Starts easily in fairly flat 
forests. Just past the Eastside Trail/Freddy’s Stack Rock junction, you will encounter a steep, rutted 
incline with downed trees across the trail: this section separates the children from the adults. Avoid 
the aggressive climb by taking the right fork of Freddy’s just before the climb, adding ~1.5 
miles to Stack Rock. Once above the challenging section, the trail flattens and widens 
a short distance from Stack Rock.
Big Stack Cutoff: Intermediate. Single track connector trail between Mr. Big and the 
right fork of the Freddy’s Stack Rock Trail about half a mile from the fork in Freddy's.
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